Map shows humanitarian operations in the Tunisian/Libyan border region being conducted as of 11 March, and where known, which humanitarian agencies are operating at these locations. Locations given in longitude and latitude in decimal degrees. Please send any updates to the OSOCC or to libya@mapaction.org.

**Key Features (New Today)**
- Transit Camp: Tunisian Military Now Closed. But many (>1000?) people staying at airport.
- Numbers Departed Djerba Airport 10 March 2011 (12 Flights) (Source: Airport Authority/EU MIC)
- Numbers in Choucha Camp 11 March 00.00 Total: 17085
- Numbers Crossing Border 10 March 2011 c. 3281 (Source: Border Control)

**Summary Figures**
- Departures on 11 March: 1583
- Numbers in Choucha Camp (OSOCC) EST. Camp Capacity: 30,000
- Daily Information Meeting – 5pm @ OSOCC
- Transit to camps: Under construction: IFRC/TRCS
  - Est. Camp capacity: 10,000
- UAE Red Crescent Camp Constructed (Reserve)
  - Estimated camp capacity: 7000

**Key Features (Continuing)**
- Humanitarian Workers prepositioning for possible missions into Libya
- Transit departure point and supplies: Djerba Airport
- Street market established at camp
- Security checkpoints on road
- Telecom capacity doubled
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**Scale**
- 1:500,000 (at A3 size)

**Map Sources**
- Activity and Action Groupe OCCHA/IFRC
- Summary Figures: SCAR/UNICIS
- Topography: SRTM
- Base map: Copyright Collins Bartholomew Ltd 2008-2011
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